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INTRODUCTION:
INCEPTION of a RELIC
Movement From Point-A to Point-B
During a time that predates the popularity of automobiles and
highways, Los Angeles was a city built for walking. What was once a
utility of the city - walking stairway avenues laced through the hillside
Los Angeles neighborhoods of Silverlake, Echo Park and beyond,
connecting residents from their homes to their neighborhood markets
and connecting points of transit. The stairways spilled out to stops
along the once-popular Los Angeles Railway which efficiently carried
residents from one side of the city to another throughout the day.

TRANSPORTATION TIMELINE
Los Angeles, CA
1890’s: Neighborhoods along the stairways began being developing
1901: Los Angeles Railway began running
1908: Ford’s Model-T production began
1926: I-101 Highway began construction
1930’s: Highway-110 began construction
1956: I-5 Highway began construction
1957: I-10 Highway began construction
1963: Los Angeles Railway ended

Th r e e m a p O V E R L AY S
• Neighborhood •Stair streets • Highways

WALKING is a NOVELTY
Movement From Point-A to Point-A
Today, walking in Los Angeles is largely a novelty*. People walk, but
not as much for transportation in a point-A to point-B fashion as we
once did. They walk for exercise, to relieve their pets, for momentary
recreation, to have private conversations, and to take a break from
their homes. In my observation, the stairs were often used for these
things, facilitating people to walking in a loop; point-A, and back to
point-A with the stairs being an extra challenge in their workout routine,
a novel neighborhood cut-through during a dog walk, a place to hang
out with friends or have a private conversation, or a way to avoid the
congested street parking by parking on a higher or lower street from
their actual destination. But rarely are there people leaving their homes
for the day, solely on foot.
*This is a general statement and one that ignores certain socioeconomic and life-style circumstances that make it so that some people
do walk for transportation. But as the city of Los Angeles has grown,
it has developed to accomodate drivers, and not so much pedestrian
travelers.

OWNERSHIP and APPROPRIATION
These stairways are legally public spaces. Yet, for the time that people
pass through and pause in them, they take ownership. But they don’t
just pause, they occupy. This can be for a minute, several hours, for
weeks (as happens with the making of temporary homes in secluded
fields often found adjacent to the stairs), or for years (as is the case for
the residents who rent or own the homes that are only accessible from
the stairways). Each person treats the stairs as an undiscovered secret,
as if nobody knows they exist, and as if the occupants are invisible to
the rest of the city during their time in them. They become not only a
portal from one street to another, but a portal to a time that does not
exist on the timeline of the rest of the bustling Los Angeles.

RIGHTS of PASSAGE
In an attempt at community-governance, some people demand the
respect of the spaces through signage and verbal communication.
Others decide that they can paint the steps, litter, loiter and live in the
stairways. The social impact of these spaces is undoubtedly due to
their seclusion. They are like vertical alleyways through scenic foliage
conveniently furnished with built-in chairs in the form of steps.

GENDER and SPACE
It is curious to note the gendered dynamic in energetically occupies
the stairways, where and how they occupy them, and for how long.
Noticeably, there is a heavily male social presence in the stairways lingering for long periods of time, often drinking and simply hanging
out like an alternative to the bar, coffee shop or someone’s living room.
Women who linger in the spaces tended to do so at the top or bottom of
the stairways men lingered toward the center of the long passageways.
Men tended to move through the space more comfortably and casually,
acknowledge the presence of passers by with a simple “hello”, or with
an attempt to engage in casual conversation, whereas women typically
rushed through the space, and rarely acknowledge the presence of
strangers except to maneuver around them. This body language is not
much different from how men and women tend to occupy space out
in the greater world and in the streets but it seems to be amplified in
those secluded stairway alleys. It is interesting to notice dynamic of
who feels they have the right to be there, who feels safe to be there,
and how long they feel they have a right to occupy the space.

ENVIRONMENTAL PRESENCE
The stair streets were once a kind of highway through the neighborhoods,
yet they were replaced by a highway for automobiles that could travel
further, faster. Their current popularity includes books and websites
dedicated to utilizing them for sight seeing and exercise routines. There
is a community drive to maintain the stairways which is heavily driven
by the people who have homes with stairway access, and by other
neighborhood members, though some are eroding with the turning
over of the land, becoming overgrown, and generally being defaced,
littered or “decorated”.

